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 I anticipated this: Somehow “hope”, “peace”, and “love” are easier for me to deal with than 

“joy”.  The other three concepts seem more obvious elements in the landscape of life:  “There…there is 

hope…There is peace…I know it when I see it…There…that is love…unmistakably…that is love!”   

 “Joy”, it seems to me, is less discernible, less distinct.  Perhaps this is because it is too nearly 

related to “happiness”.  The dictionary offers each one among the definitions of the other.  To be 

“joyful” is to be “happy”; to be “happy” is to be “joyful”.  But I think people would be more apt to 

describe me as “happy”, if asked, than “joyful”.  And I own that. 

 I do recall “joyful” moments in my life: Completing 184 miles by bike along the C & O canal; 

summiting a 14,000 foot peak in Colorado; the birth of a daughter or son; the graduation of a daughter 

or son.  And those moments were all worth waiting for. 

  But I admit it:  I am too focused, on a daily basis, on responsibilities, and projects, and agendas, 

and lists, and commitments, and what still needs to get done, and mistakes, and regrets, and what 

others think of me… to exude much real joy about life…about the gift of life…about God in my life. 

 You, on the other hand, will shortly revel in your own moment of ecstatic joy because, in light of 

the children’s Christmas pageant and the Council meeting awaiting us, I pledge to preach more briefly 

today.  May I say: The pure joy on the faces of some of you is QUITE evident--QUITE discernible! 

 So to be concise, and to the point:  What is there to be joyful about? 



 I mean, events that are capable of inspiring great joy for some people, are at the same time 

capable of causing enormous pain for others:  Cub fans were OVERjoyed, but Royals fans were 

devastated; families of Brazilian soccer players who survived the recent plane crash are enormously 

joyful, but families of the players who died are in enormous pain. 

 So what is there to be joyful about, in a world where pain is always close to the surface? 

   Only and always about the gift of life!  Only and always about God in our lives!  Only and always 

about God-with-us!  Only and always about Emmanuel!  The Isaiah Chapter 35 kind of Joy.  Joy such that 

even the creation itself breaks into praise: “The wilderness and the dry land shall be glad…the desert 

shall rejoice and blossom…the ransomed of the Lord shall return…they shall obtain joy and 

gladness…and sorrow and sighing shall flee away.” 

 And that joy is worth waiting for! 

 So what is there to be joyful about, in a world where pain is always close to the surface? 

   Only and always about the gift of life!  Only and always about God in our lives!  Only and always 

about God-with-us!  Only and always about Emmanuel!  The Luke Chapter One kind of Joy.  The joy such 

that the testimony of Mary with her friend Elizabeth will foretell how the power of the Holy Spirit vested 

in her will answer each and every one of the world’s ills:  “My spirit rejoices in God my Savior…His mercy 

is for those who fear him from generation to generation…he has scattered the proud in the thoughts of 

their hearts…he has brought down the powerful from their thrones, and lifted up the lowly…My soul 

magnifies the Lord…” 

 And that joy is worth waiting for! 

 William Sloane Coffin, Chaplain of Yale University in the 1960’s and 70’s, was one of the noblest 

moralists of the Twentieth Century, perhaps in all of American history.  I knew him later as a friend and 



colleague, while he occupied the pulpit at famous Riverside Church in New York City.  Two days before 

Christmas in 1984, Bill preached profoundly, as he always did, on the simple title “Joy”.  In the sermon, 

he told of pain, and joy: 

 “Two years ago in the early morning hours when I received word that my son had been killed, 

friends came to my apartment…I’ll never forget the arms around me…And that is exactly the way it is 

with Emmanuel, ‘God with us’…This child whose birth we celebrate is not a memory but a presence, a 

constant caring presence of unbelievable sensitivity.  Only of Jesus can you say ‘He knows exactly what I 

am going through…Christ is always with you…not easing the pain so much as improving the quality of 

the suffering.  Christ, by his constant, caring presence brings a touch of heavenly joy to every earthly 

sorrow.”  

 And that joy is worth waiting for! 

 What is there to be joyful about? 

 Don’t ever forget the Arms around you!   


